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D0049-01Dimensions in Metric and Imperial
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PSM318

30Hz - 18kHz
107kg (236lbs)

70° Conical
Neutrik NL8 input to lower section with

NL4 captive lead to top section

Frequency Response (-3dB):
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver
Crossover

Frequencies
Sensitivity

(at 1m)*
Power
(AES)

Nominal
Impedance

2 x 18” 30Hz - 85Hz 101dB at 2V 1100W 4Ω

18” 85Hz - 694Hz 104dB at 2.8V 600W 8Ω

MF + HF 694Hz - Up 112dB at 2.8V 80W 8Ω

Specific crossover settings can be found at
www.funktion-one.com/support

PSM318 DJ Monitor delivers outstanding full frequency output, accuracy and immediacy, setting a new
benchmark for DJs looking for ultimate stage sound.

Each PSM318 comprises a new double 18” bass reflex enclosure (PSM318L) providing very strong near-
field sub-bass with a separate triaxial driver for the rest of the frequency spectrum (PSM318H). The two
enclosures join with a quick-latch system to provide simple angle adjustment for different stage
positions and artist heights. The bass enclosure has wheels enabling it to be easily moved into
position. The triaxial arrangement of the PSM318H combines a very high power 18” driver with a
coaxially mounted two-way compression driver.

Features:
•High power, high accuracy point source monitoring
•Quick angle adjustment for different stage locations and DJ
heights
•Integral wheels on PSM318L for easy manoeuvrability on stage
•Captive link lead to connect PSM318H
•NL8 connector on PSM318L for single cable connectivity
•Accessories available for optional pole mount configuration
•Minimised sight line impact
•Sturdy grilles
•Protective HDPE anti scuff base

For products with serial number higher than No.409, see page 2.
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PSM318 PRODUCT UPDATE

Starting from serial No.409 the PSM318H is fitted with an updated mid/hi driver.
Providing improved audio quality and increased SPL.

Driver specification for products with serial number higher than No.409:

These updated products require the following crossover settings:

Component Delay Polarity
High Pass

Freq
High Pass

Type
Low Pass

Freq
Low Pass

Type
Relative Gain

2 x 18” 0 + 25Hz 24dB But 85Hz 24dB LR +7dB

18” 1.34ms + 85Hz 24dB LR 800Hz 24dB LR +5dB

MF + HF 1.34ms - 600Hz 24dB LR N/A Out -10dB

Please note that we do not recommend using the updated PSM318 (Serial No. higher than
409) as part of a stereo pair with older cabinets.

If this is necessary, the correct crossover settings for each cabinet should be used. Then the
relative mid/high gain should be adjusted to balance the pair.

Driver
Crossover

Frequencies
Sensitivity

(at 1m)*
Power
(AES)

Nominal
Impedance

2 x 18” 30Hz - 85Hz 101dB at 2V 1100W 4Ω

18” 85Hz - 800Hz 104dB at 2.8V 600W 8Ω

MF + HF 600Hz - Up 111dB at 2.8V 200W 8Ω

If you have any questions regarding these changes, please contact mail@funktion-one.com

*Measured in half space


